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1. INTRODUCTION 
Banach contraction principle is a fundamental rcsult in fixed-point heory, which has been used 
and extended in many different directions. However, it has been observed [1] that  some of 
the defining properties of the metric are not needed in the proofs of certain metric theorems. 
Motivated by this fact, Hicks [1] established some common fixed-point heorems in symmetric 
spaces and proved that vcry general probabil istie structures admit a compatible symmetric or 
semi-metric. Aamri and Moutawakil  [2] proved some common fixed-point heorems for some 
self-mappings under a contractive condition in symmetric spaces and extend the compatibi l i ty 
defined by Jungck [3] to symmetric spaces. 
The main purpose of this paper is to give 22 general contractive conditions for three classes 
contractive maps, all of these contractive conditions is a generalization for the contractive condi- 
tions used in [2]. We prove all these contractive conditions are equivalent. Then, by using these 
contractive conditions, we prove some common fixed-point heorems in symmetric spaces. 
Recall that a symmetric on a set X is a nonnegative real valued function d on X x X, such 
that, 
(i) d(x,y)  -- 0 if and only if x - y, and 
(ii) d(x, y) = d(y, x). 
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Let d be a symmetric on set X and for r > 0, x ¢ X,  let B(x,  r) = {y e X : d(x, y) < r}. A 
topology t(d) on X is given by U E t(d) if and only if, for each x E U, B(x, r) C U for some r > 0. 
A symmetric d is a semimetric if, for each x E X and each r > 0, B(x, r), is a neighborhood of x 
in the topology t(d). Note that lim,~_.~ d(x~, x) = 0 if and only if x,~ ~ x in the topology t(d). 
The following two axioms were given by Wilson [4]. Let (X, d) be a symmetric space. 
(W.3) Given {zn}, x and y in X,  lim~_~o d(x,~, x) = 0 and lim,~__.~ d(x,~, y) = 0 imply x = y. 
(W.4) Given {x~}, {y~}, and x in X,  l im,~_~ d(x,~, x) = 0 and l im,~ d(x,~, y~) = 0 imply that 
l im,~ d(yn, x) = O. 
It is easy to see that for a semimetric d, if t(d) is Horsdorff, then (W.3) holds. 
2. EQUIVALENT CONTRACTIVE  CONDIT IONS 
Let (X,d)  be a symmetric space, A, B, S, and T be self-maps of a symmetric space (X,d).  
For any x, y C X, we define 
We 
(C1) 
(02) 
(C3) 
(c4) 
(c5) 
(C6) 
(c7) 
(c8) 
(c9) 
(C10) 
(C l l )  
(C12) 
((213) 
(c14) 
m (x, y) = ma× {d (Sx, Sy), d (Sx, Ay), d (Ay, Sy)}, 
M (z, y) = max {d (Sz, Ty),  d (Sx, By),  d (Ty, By)},  
G (x, v) = max {d (S., Ty), d (Sx, By), d (Ty, By) d (Sx, By)}. 
list the following contractive conditions. 
For any x,y e X, d(Ax, By) < M(x,y)  and, for any sequences {x~), {y,~} C X,  limn--.oo 
M(x.,~, y,~) L > 0 implies li_~_m~_.~d(Axn, Byn) < L. 
For any x, y C X, d(Ax, By) <_ M(x, y) and there exists a function 5 : (0, oo) ---. (0, oc), 
such that,  for any ~ > 0, l imt~5( t  ) > e, and, for any x,y E X, e <_ M(x,y)  < ~(z) 
implies d(Ax, By) < e. 
There exists a function w : R+ -~ R+, such that,  for any s > 0, co(s) > s, limt_.~ w(t ) > s 
and, for any x, y E X, co(d(Ax, By)) <_ M(x, y). 
There exists an increasing and continuous function ~b : R+ ~ R+, such that ¢(t) < t for 
t > 0 and d(Ax, By) <_ ¢(M(x ,  y)), for all x, y E X. 
There exists an increasing function ~ : R+ ~ R+, such that l im~t+¢(s  ) < t for t > 0 
and d(Ax, By) <_ ¢(M(x,  y)), for aI1 x, y C X. 
For any x, y E X, d(Ax, By) <_ M(x, y) and there exists a lower semicontinuous function 
5 : (0, oc) -~ (0, co), such that,  for any e > 0, 5(¢) > s and, for any x ,y  E X, s _< 
M(x, y) < 5(e) implies d(Ax, By) < ~. 
For any x, y C X, d(Ax, By) <_ M(x, y) and there exists a function 5 : (0, oc) ~ (0, oc), 
such that,  for any e > 0, limt__.~-d(t ) > e and, for any x,y E X, e <_ M(x,y)  < ~(e) 
implies d(Ax, By) < e. 
There exists a function w : R+ --~ R+, such that co is nondecreasing, for any s > 0, 
co(s) > s, limt__.~_w(t ) > s and, for any x,y E X, w(d(Az, By)) <_ M(x,y).  
There exists a lower semicontinuous function co : R+ -* R+, such that w(s) > s, for s > 0 
and, for any x, y C X, w[d(Ax, By)] < M(x, y). 
There exists an upper semicontinuous function • : R+ ~ R+, such that • is nondecreas- 
ing, ~(s)  < s for s > 0 and x,y E X, d(Ax, By) < O~(M(x,y)). 
There exists a lower semicontinuous function co : R+ --~ R+, such that co is nondecreasing, 
co(s) > s for s > 0 and, for any x, y E X, co[d(Ax, By)] < M(x, y). 
There exist functions/3, r / : (0, ec) ~ (0, oo), such that,  for any ~ > 0, ¢~(e) > e, V(e) < e, 
and 0 _< M(x, y) < j~(e) imply d(Ax, By) < r](e), for any x, y C X.  
There exists a function 5 : (0, oc) ~ (0, oc), such that, for any e > 0,/ i(e) > ~, sup{(~(s) : 
s c (0, c)} >_ 5(e) and, for any x,y C X, 0 <_ M(x,y)  < 5(¢) implies d(Ax, By) < ~. 
There exists a lower semicontinuous function 5 : (0, oc) ~ (0, oo), such that 5 is nonde- 
creasing, for any e > 0 and, for any x, y E X, 0 < M(x, y) < (~(z) implies d(Ax, By) < ~. 
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(C15) There exists a function ¢ : R+ ~ R+, such that, for any s > 0, qS(s) < s, limt--s¢(t) < s 
and, for any x, y C X, d(Ax, By) < ~(M(x, y)). 
(C16) There exists an increasing and right continuous function ¢ : R+ --+ R+, such that ¢(t) < t 
for t > 0 mad d(Ax, By) <_ ¢(M(x,y)), for all x,y E X. 
(C17) There exists a continuous function ~b : R+ --+ R+ with ~b(t) > 0 for t > 0, such that 
d(Ax, By) < M(x, y) - ~(M(x, y)), for all x, y E X. 
(C18) There exists an upper semicontinuous ¢ : R+ ~ R+, such that ¢(t) < t for t > 0 and 
d(Ax, By) < ¢(M(x, y)), for all x, y E X. 
(C19) There exists a strictly increasing and continuous function ¢ : R+ --* R+, such that ¢(t) < t 
for t > 0 and d(Ax, By) <_ ¢(M(x,  y)), for all x, y E X. 
(C20) There exists a map 0: X x X ~ R+ with inf{0(x,y) :a < M(x,y)  _< b} > 0 for a,b > 0, 
such that d(Ax, By) <_ M(x, y) - O(x, y), for all x, y E X. 
(C21) There exists a map F : X x X ~ R+ with sup{F(x, y) : a <_ M(x, y) _< b} < 1 for a, b > 0, 
such that d(Ax, By) < F(x, y)M(x, y), for all x, y E X. 
(C22) There exists a strictly increasing function ¢ : R+ ---* R+, such that ¢(t) < t for t > 0, 
lim~__,~ ¢*~(t) = 0, for all t E R+ and d(Ax, By) < ¢(M(x,y)),  for all x,y E X. 
LEMMA 1. (C10)-(C14) are equivalent. 
PROOF. Let Q = {(M(x,y),d(Ax, By)) : x ,y C X}, by the lemma in [5], we know that (C10)- 
(C14) are equivalent. 
LEMMA 2. (C15)-(C22) are equivalent. 
PROOF. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 in [6], we know that only by replacing d(Tx, Ty) 
with d(Ax, By) and replacing d(x, y) with M(x, y) we can prove that (C15)-(C22) are equivalent. 
LEMMA 3. (C10)-(C22) are equivalent. 
PROOF. Since (C10) ~ (C17) and (C19) ~ (C10) are obvious. From Lemmas 1 and 2 we know 
that (C10)-(C22) are equivalent. 
THEOREM 1. (C1)-(C22) are equivalent. 
PROOF. (C6) ~ (C2) ~ (C7) is obvious. Assume that (C7) holds, and {x~}, {Yn} C X, 
lim,~_+~oM(zn, y~) = L > 0. Since limt+ L 6(t) > L, then there exists r/ > 0, such that 6 
(L - rl) > L. It follows from lim~__+~M(xn,yn) = L, there are infinitely many n, such that 
L -  V <_ M (x~, y,~) < 6( L -  71). Thus, (C7) implies d( Axn, Byn) <_ L ~ for such n .  This implies 
limn+ood(Ax,~, Bye) <_ L - 77 < L. Therefore, (C1) holds. 
(C1) ~ (C12). Indeed, suppose that (C1) holds, to prove (C12), it is enough to prove that, 
for any e > 0, there exists 5(e) > 0 and 0 < r/(g ) < e, such that, for any x, y E X, 
M (x, y) < e + 5 (z) implies that d (Ax, By) < rj (e). 
If this is not so, then there exist an e0 > 0 and sequences {x~}, {y~}, such that 
1 1 
M (xn, yn) < ~0 + - and d (Axn, Byn) >__ ~0 -- --. (1) 
n n 
Then, lim,~....o~M(x,~,y,~) = L <_ ~o and l imn~d(Ax,~ , By~) >_ co. Hence, by (C1) we infer that 
L=0,  that is ,  lim . . . .  M(x,~,y~) = L=0.  Sinced(Ax, By) <_ M(x,y),  for anyx ,  y C X, we 
may infer that lim . . . .  d(Ax,, By~) = 0. However, by (1) we have l imn-~ d(Axn, Byn) >_ zo, a 
contradiction. Thus, (C12) holds. 
Since (C14) ~ (C6) is obvious, by using Lemma 3 we can get that (C1), (C2), (C6), (C7), and 
(C10) (C22) are equivalent. 
(Cl l )  => (C9) => (C3) ~ (C8) is obvious. 
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(C8) ~ (C1). Assume that (C8) holds, and {xn}, {yn} C X, lim,>-+ooM(xn, Yn) = L > 0, then 
lim co(d(Ax~,By,~)) < lim M (x,~,y,~) < lim M (xn,y,~) = L. 
r t  ---+ ~ 7~- -+oo n - -+oo 
If l im, ,~d(Ax,~,By~) = 0, then lim,~+ood(Ax,~ , Bye) < L. If l imn~d(Ax~,  Bye) = r > 0, 
then, there exists a subsequence {d(Axn~, Byn~)}, such that lim~--+oo d(Axn., Byn,) = r. If 0 < 
d(Ax,,,, By,~,) <_ r for infinitely i C N, then 
lim d (Az,~, By,~) = lim d (Axn~, Byn~) = r 
n~oo i - -+oo 
< lira co (r) 
t - * r -  
< lira co (d(Ax,~,,By,~)) 
i - -+~ 
< lira M (xn~, Yn~) _< L. 
i - - *OO 
If there is an i0, such that, for any i >_ io, d(Ax,~,,By,~) > r, then 
lim d (Ax~, By,~) = r < oa (r) 
n ---+ oo  
< w (d(Axn~, By,~)) 
< M (~,  >~), 
for any i • i0. Thus, l imn~d(Axn,By,~ ) = r < w(r) _< l im i~M(xn , ,y~)  < L. That is, (e l )  
holds. Therefore, we have proved that (C1), (C3), (C8), (C9), and (C10)-(C22) are equivalent. 
(ca) => (C15), (C19) ~ (C4) and (C19) ~ (C5) => (C15) are clear. From Lemma 3 we 
know that (C4), (C5), and (C10)-(C22) are equivalent. So, we have proved that (C1)-(C22) are 
equivalent. The proof is completed. 
REMARK 1. 
(i) In (C1)-(C22), if we replace d(Ax, By) with d(Ax, Ay) and replace M(x, y) with re(x, y), 
we can get 22 contractive conditions. We denote them as (C'1)-(C'22). For example, (C1) 
can be replaced with the following. 
(C' I)  For any x,y • X,d(Ax,Ay) <_ m(x,y) and, for any sequences {x~},{y~} C X, 
lim,~__+oom(x,~, y,~) = L > 0, implies lim,~+o~d(Ax,~ , Ayes) < L. 
From the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that (C'I)  (C'22) are equivalent. 
(ii) In (C1)-(C22), if we replace M(x, y) with G(x, y), we can get 22 contractive conditions. 
We denote them as (C"1)-(C"22). For example, (C1) can be replaced with the following. 
(C ' I )  For any x, y E X, d(Ax, By) < G(x, y) and, for any sequences {xn}, {y~} c X, lim,>-+o~ 
G(x~, y~) L > 0, implies l imn+~d(Axn, Byn) < L. 
From the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that (C"1)-(C"22) are equivalent. 
DEFINITION 1. (See [2].) Let A, B, be two self-mappings of a symmetric space (X, d), A and B 
are said to be compatible if
l i f o  ° d ( ABx~, B Ax~ ) = O, 
whenever {x,~} is a sequence in X, such that 
lim d(Axn,t) = lim d(Bxn,t)  =0, 
n ~ o o  n ------+ oo  
for some t E X.  
DEFINITION 2. (See [2].) Two self-mappings, A and B of a symmetric space (X, d), are said to 
be weakly compatible if they commute at their coincidence points. 
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DEFINITION 3. (See [2].) Let A, B, be two self-mappings of a symmetric space (X, d). We said 
that A and 29 satisfy the property (E.A ) if there exists a sequence {x~}, such that 
lim d(Ax~,t )= lim d(Bxn,t )=O,  
/ t  ------* oo  ~ o o  
for some t E X. 
From Remark 2.1 in [2], we know that two noncompatible self-mappings of a symmetric space 
(X, d), satisfy (E.A). 
DEFINITION 4. (See [2].) Let (X,d) be a symmetric space. We say that (X,d) satisfies the 
property (HE) if given {x,~}, {y,~} and x in X, limn---,oo d(x~, x) = 0 and lim n--~o d(yn, x) = 0 
imply that lim,~---.oo d(y,~, x,~ ) = O. 
In the following, we will prove some common fixed-point heorems for noneompatible mappings. 
THEOREM 2. Let (X, d) bca  symmetric space satisfies (W.3) and (HE), A, S, be two self- 
mappings of (X, d), such that, 
(1) one of (C'1)-(C'22) holds, 
(2) A, S are weakly compatible, 
(3) A, S satisfy the property (E.A), 
(4) AX C SX. 
If one of the range of the mappings A, S is a closed subspace of X,  then A, S, have a unique 
common fixed point. 
PROOF. By Remark 1 we know that (C'1)-(C'22) are equivalent. So, we can assume that (C'4) 
holds. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [2], we can prove that A and S have a unique 
common fixed point. The proof is completed. 
Since two noncompatible self-mappings of a symmetric space (X, d) satisfy the property (E.A), 
we can get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let (X,d) be a symmetric space satisfies (W.3) and (HE), A, S, be two salt- 
mappings of (X, d), such that, 
(1) one of (C'1)-(C'22) holds, 
(2) A, S are weakly compatible, 
(3) A, S are noncompatible, 
(4) AX C SX. 
THEOREM 3. Let (X, d) be a symmetric space satisfies (W.3), (W.4), and (HE), A, B, S, and T 
be self-mappings of (X, d), such that, 
(1) one of (C1)-(C22) holds, 
(2) A, S are weakly compatible and B, T are weakly compatible, 
(3) A, S satisfy the property (E.A) or B, r satisfy the property (E.A), 
(4) AX C TX  and BX C SX. 
If one of the range of the mappings A, B, S, or T is a closed subspaee of X, then A, B, S, 
and T have a unique common fixed point. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1, we know that (C1)-(C22) are equivalent. So, we can assume that (C4) 
holds. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [2], we can prove that A, B, S, and T have a 
unique common fixed point. The proof is completed. 
THEOREM 4. Let (X, d) be a symmetric space satisfies (W.3), (W.4), and (HE). Let {A~}~N, 
{Sn}nc N be sequences of self-maps of (X, d), such that, for any n E N, 
(1) A2n-1, A2~, B2,~-1, and B2~ satisfy one of (C1)-(C22), 
(2) A2~-1, B2,~-1 are weakly compatible and A2~, B2~ are weakly compatible, 
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(3) A2~-1, B2n-1 satisfy the property (E.A) or A2~, B2~ satisfy the property (E.A), 
(4) A2n 1X c B2,~X, A2,~X C B2,~-IX, 
(5) one of the range of the mappings A2~-1, A2,~, B2n-1, and B2n is a closed subspace of X. 
Then, {A,~},~eN , {Bn}neN has a unique common fixed point. 
PROOF. Assume that (C1) is ~atigfled. ~rom Theorem .2, for any n ~ N', Aa,~_z, Aa~,, ~a,, -a,  
and B2~ have a unique common fixed point xn(n = 1, 2 , . . .  ). This shows that  
d (A2~x~, A2n+lXn+l) = d (Xn, Xn+l) 
and 
= max {d (B2,x,~, B2,+lXn+l), d (B2,~x,~, A2~+lx,~+l), d (B2n+lXn+l ,  A2,~+lXn+l)} 
= d(z~,Z~+l ) .  
From (C1), we have d(x,, Xn+l) : 0, that is x,~ = x,~+x for n = 1, 2 , . . . .  Therefore, z = x,~ = 
Xn+l(n = 1, 2 , . . .  ) is the unique common fixed point of {A,~}~cN and {B,~}~cN. The proof is 
completed. 
From Theorem 4, we have the following. 
THEOREM 5. Let (X, d) be a symmetric space satisfies (W.3), (W.4), and (HE). Let S and T 
be self-maps of (X, d). Suppose that a sequence {A~}ncN of self-maps of X, such that, for any 
hEN,  
(1) d2n_l, d2,. S and T satisfy one of (C~)-(C22), 
(2) A2~-1, S are weakly compatible and A2~, T are weakly compatible, 
(3) A2n-1, S satisfy the property (E.A) or A2~, T satisfy the property (E.A), 
(4) A2~-IX c TX, A2nX c SX, 
(5) one of the range of the mappings A2~-1, A2n, S, and T is a dosed subspace of X. 
Then, {An}n~N has a unique common ~xed point. 
PROOF. Let B2~-I  = S and B2~ = T for n = 1, 2 , . . . .  The conclusion can be deduced from 
Theorem 4. The proof is completed. 
In the following, we assume that the symmetric d is lower semieontinuous in one of its argument, 
i.e., d(x, .) : X --4 R is lower semicontinuous for each given x C X. 
EXAMPLE. Let X = [0, +oc) with the symmetric function d defined by 
d(x,y) = e Ix-yl - 1, 
for all z ,y  E X. It is easy to see that the symmetric d is lower semicontinuous in one of its 
argument. Note that (X, d) is not metric space. 
THEOREM 6. Let (X, d) be a symmetric space satisfies (W.3), (W.4), and (HE), A, B, S, and T 
be sdf-mappings of (X, d), such that, 
(1) one of (C"1)-(C"22) holds, 
(2) A, S are weak/y compatible and B, T are weakly compatible, 
(3) A, S satisfy the property (E.A) or B, T satisfy the property (E.A), 
(4) AXc TX  and BX C SX. 
I f  one of the range of the mappings A, B, S, or T is a dosed subspace of X and d is lower 
semicontinuous in one of its argument, then A, B, S, and T have a unique common fixed point. 
PROOF. By Remark 1, we know that (C"1)-(C"22) are equivalent. So, we can assume that 
(C"1) holds. Suppose that B, T satisfy the property (E.A). Then there exists a sequence {xn} 
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in X, such that l imn~ d(Bx~,t) = l im,~d(Tx~, t )  = 0, for some t C X. By (HE), we 
have limn__.~ d(Bxn,Tx~) = O. Since BX C SX,  there exists a sequence {y,~} C X,  such that 
Bx~ = Sy~. Hence, lim~__.~ d(Sy~,t) = O. 
Let us show that l imn~ Ayn = t. Since 
l imG (y~, x~) = nlimc~ max {d (Sy~, Tx, . ) ,  d (Syn, Ayn), d (Txn, Bx~),  d (Sy~, Bx~)} 
= lira max {d (Bxn, Txn),  d (Bxn, dyn), d (Tx~, Bxn),  d (Bx,~, Bxn)} 
n - -+ (~ 
= lim d (Ay,~, Bx~). 
By (C"1) we have that l imn~ M(y~, x,~) = lira ~ d(Ayn, Bx,~) = 0. Therefore, by (W.4), 
we deduce liIn ~ d(Ayn, t) 0, and then lim n~ Ay~ = t. 
Suppose that SX is a closed subspace of X. Then, t = Su for some u E X. Subsequently, we 
have l im,~ d(Ay,~, Su) = lira ~__.~ d(Bx~, Su) = lim,,__.~ d(Txn, Su) = lim,,__.~ d(Syn, Su) = O. 
Sincc d(Au, .) is lower semicontinuous, we get that d(Au, Su) < li_~m,~__~d(Au, Bx,~), but 
lim G (u, x,,) 
n- -+~ 
= l i2n  max {d (Su, Tx~),  d (Su, du) ,  d (Txn, Bx~),  d (Su, Bx~)} 
= d (Su, Au).  
This and (C '1)  imply that d(Su, Au) = 0, that is, Su = Au. The weak compatibi l i ty of A and S 
implies that  ASu = SAu and then AAu = ASu = SAu = SSu. 
On the other hand, since AX C TX ,  there exists v E X, such that Au = Tv. Since 
O (u, v) = max {d (Su, Tv),  d (Su, du) ,  d (Tv, By) ,  d (Su, By)} 
= d(Au, Bv) ,  
by (C"1) we get that d(Au, Bv) = O, which implies that Au = Su = Tv = By. The weak 
compatibi l i ty of B and T implies that BTv = TBv and TTv = TBv = BTv = BBv. 
Let us show that Au is a common fixed point of A, B, T, and S. Since 
G (Au, v) = max {d (SAu, Tv),  d (SAu, Adu) ,  d (Tv, By),  d (Sdu, By)} 
= d (AAu, By),  
by (C"1) we get that d(AAu, Bv) = 0. Therefore, AAu = SAu = By = Au and Au is a common 
fixed point of A and S. Similarly, we can prove that Bv is a common fixed point of B and T. 
Since Au = By, we conclude that Au is a common fixed point A ,B ,T ,  and S. The proof is 
similar when TX is assmned to be a closed subspace of X. The cases in which AX or BX is a 
closed subspace of X are similar to the cases in which TX or SX,  respectively, is closed since 
AXcTXandBXcSX.  I fAu=Bu=Tu=Su=uandAv=Bv=Tv=Su=v,  then 
O (u, v) = max {d (Su, Tv),  d (Su, Au),  d (Tv, By),  d (Su, By)} = d (u, v) = d (Au, By).  
Therefore, by (C"1) we have u = v, that is, the common fixed point is unique. The proof is 
completed. 
It is similar to Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 7. Let (X, d) be a symmetric space satisfies (W.3), (W.4), and (HE). Let {An}heN, 
{Bn}nCN be sequences of self-maps of (X, d), such that, for any n C N, 
(1) A2~-1, A2~, B2~-1 and B2~ satisfy one of (C"1)-(C"22), 
(2) A2n-1, B~- I  are weakly compatible and A2,,, B2n are weakly compatible, 
(3) A2,~-~, S2n-1 satisfy the property (E.A) or A2~, B2~ satisfy the property (E.A), 
(4) Ain - IX  C B2nX, A2nX C B2,~-IX, 
(5) one of the range of the mappings A~n-1, A2,~, B2~-1, and B2n is a closed subspace of X.  
If d is lower semicontinuous in one of its argument, then {A~}nEN, {B,,~},~cN has a unique 
common fixed point. 
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THEOREM 8. Let (X, d) be a symmetric space satisf ies (W.3), (W.4), and (HE). Let  S and T 
be self-maps of (X, d). Suppose that a sequence {A~}neN of self-maps of X,  such that, for any  
hEN,  
(1) A2n-1, A2,~, S, and T satisfy one of (C '1) - (C '22) ,  
(2) A2~-1,  S are weakly compatible and A2,~, T are weakly compatible, 
(3) A2~- l ,  S satisfy the property (E.A) or A2n, T satisfy the  property (E.A), 
(4) A2n-~X C TX ,  A2,~X C SX,  
(5) one of the range of the mappings A2,~-1, A~,~, S, and T is a closed subspace of X.  
If  d is lower semicontinuous in one of its argument, then {A~}~eN has a unique common fixed 
point. 
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